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EFFECT OF GEOMETRY ON BEND TEST PROPERTIES 
OF BEAD=ON-PLATE WELDS 
Io INTRODUCTION 
10 Object ~ Scope ~ Investigation 
In a previous investigation entitled "Effects ot Hydrogen and 
Related Variables on the Physical Properties of Welds Cn Struotural 
Steels"!l two questions of major importance were encountered.., The first 
concerned the effect of the geometry of the weld reinforcement on the 
b~nd test properties of notched bead=on=plate welds o Different types 
of welds have often been rated by comparing their bend test properties G 
Howevers if the weld specimen was comkBred to a plain plate bend speoi= 
men without a weld9 it was not known what proportion of the reduction 
of physical properties of the welded specimen was a. result of metal .... 
lurgioal changes and what proportion ~s a result of the weld geometry 
(the geometry of the weld reinforcement projecting above the surface 
of the pla,te) 0 
The second problem which arose during the previous research 
program was the· need for a simple method of interpreting the bend test 
results obtained from bead=on=plate welds o A direct oomparison was 
desired between specimens which were notched t~ different depths (to 
different regions of the weld cross=section)~ that is~ between speci~ 
mens having different geometrieso In the previous investigation9 this 
comparison was made by rating the physical properties of the notched 
bead=on=plate bend specimens in terms of the percent of the physical 
properties of plain plate bend specimens notched to the same deptho 
This method was thought to allow a direct compirison of specimens 
notched to different depths 9 hence it ~s possible to determine which 
region of the weld was the most seriously affected by the variable 
being studiedo Because of its simplicity and versatl1ityp' it was felt 
that further studies should be made to verify the application of this 
method of interpretationo 
Thus 9 the purpose of this investigation is tworoldg (1) to 
determine 9 quantitativelyp the effect of the weld reinforcement on the 
bend test -properties of bead=on=plate welds 9 and (2) to verify the 
method of interpretation based on a comparison of the weld bend test 
properties rated a~~ording to the properties of a notched plate without 
a weld o 
20 Outline ~ Investiga tioD. 
In order to fulfill the objectives outline above p the re= 
suIts from three separate series of bend tests have been utilizedg 
(a) The Weld=Bead Seriesg 
The weld=bead test specimens were sawed from bead=on=plate 
weld specimens and subsequently notched to one of three desired depths o 
As a consequenCle~ the specimen. geometry was dependent upon the depth 
of the notch9 which was varied as part of the investiga.tiono No machin= 
fng was performed other than the saw cutting and subsequent notching o 
r 
This type of specimen "WaS used extensively in the previous 
research ~ogram9 and these results whi~h are required for comparison 
in the present investigation have been reproduced from this past worko 
This specimen is useful in an extensive investigation because of the 
relatively small alOOUUlt of maohining required to produce the final . 
(b) The Simulated=Bead Seriesg 
The specimen.s of too simulated=bead series did not contain a 
weldo A speGimen having a geometry simulating that of the bead=on-
'/ 
plate ben.d specimen ~s machined from a solid plate o ThusS) the geome~ry 
of the simulated=bead specimen is as nearly equivalent to the weld=bead 
specimen as possible}) but is a result Olf machining rather than wIding, 
it isS) of courseS) impossible to duplicate precisely the geometry of the 
weld bead o This specimen was developed to evaluate the geometrical 
effect by isolating it from the metallurgical variables of weldingo 
{c} The Macbined=Wald Seriesg 
The machined=wld sp6Climens were machined from wldments 
which Were produ~ed in_ the same manner as these of the weld=bead series 0 
\ 
HOlweverS) in this caseS) )the final test specimen geometry was the same 
for all specimensS) regardless of the depth Olf the root of the notch 
below the original plate surfa.ce 0 This was aGcomPl:ished by machining 
frem both the top and the bottom of the sp6GimenS) in the process re= 
moving the mill s~ale and the weld reinfor'alemen.to The machined-weld 
specimens were subjected to the same welding conditions as those of 
the weld=bead series 9 but in this caseS) the bend specimens all have 
the same geometry.9 thus allowing a study of the metallurgical effects 
of welding entirely isolated from geometriGal differenoeso 
For each of these three series.9 specimens were prepared so 
that the bend stress was applied either (a)longitudinal~ to or (b) 
transversely to the length of the weld (direction of wIding) or to 
the length of the simulated weldo Note that for both the long! tudinally 
and the transversely stressed specimens.9 the direction of rolling of 
the base plate was parallel to the direction of the applied stress o 
Descriptions of the bend specimens employed in the wld=bead ll the 
simulated=bead.9 and the ~chined=weld series are presented in Chapters 
119 III.9 and IV.9 respectively~ 
By evaluating the results from these three series of' specimens g 
it is possible to fulfill the twofold purpose of the investigationo The 
simulated=bead series Gan be employed to evaluate the effect of the weld 
reinforcement on the bend test properties of bead=on=plate welds 0 Once 
the erfe~t of the weld reinforcement bas been determined9 the method of 
interpreting the test results ~an be studied by comparing the results 
of the weld=bead and the macbined=weld saries a 
Tw types of weld specimens -were employed in the preparation 
of the bend specimensg (l).s 4 ino by 9 ina longitudinal weldment and 
(2) a 6 ina by 6 ino transverse weldment o 
For the 4 ino by 9 ino longitudinal weldment (Figo 1 a)~ a 9 
ino weld-bead was deposited along the maj or axis of the specimen.9 and a 
r 2 1no by 6 ina longitudinal bend specimen was subsequently prepared from 
I 
I 
1 the weldment SOl that the direction of the applied bending stress would I be parallel to the direction of' weldingo 
I 
I 
f 
I j 
r 
I 
I 
I 
The 6 ino by 6 ino transverse weld Specimen9 show in Figo 
Ib.9 was used to prepire a 2 ino by 6 ino transverse bend specimen, in 
which the bending stress was applied transversely to the direction of 
we lding 0 The advantage of this specimen was that 'the notch was 
located Yholly within the region being investigatedo However~ the 
direction of the applied stress is not in the direction in which the 
oriented micro=eracks (192)* would have the greatest effect, as is the 
Gase for the longitudinal bend specimens o 
In order that the results of the three series might be more 
readily comparable.9 a.ll of the specimens were preplred from steel 
from the same hea. to The rna teria 1 for the wldcoJlead and the mac hined-
weld series came from 3/4 ino plates designated as steel Bg whereas the 
material for the simulated=bead series was from a I ino plate desig-
nated as steel Go The veld=bead specimens were machined from plates 5 
and 6 of steel B and the machined"""ws1d specimens were from plates 4 
and 5 of steel Bo The location of the specimens in the plate material 
is show in Figures 29 39 4 and 50 The chemical analysis and physical 
properties of the plate material are presented in Table 10 
The plate was ordered as a semi-killed steel to correspond to 
ASTM designation A7, howevers the physical properties of plates 5 and 
6 of steel B~ as given in the Tabl~ do not meet the specification for 
yield point and tensile strength9 although the other two plates do meet 
the specificatioDo From the standpoint of their use in the present 
* Numbers in p=J.rentheses refer to referenoeS'" in !the bibliography at 
the end of the reporto 
investigation9 the fact that the strengths varied from plate to plate 
was of mOll'e importance than the fact that the steel did Dot meet the 
spe~if1cation. It is possible that some of the scatter in the results 
of the machined=weld specimens is a result of the d1f"ference in the 
properties of plates 4 and 5 of steel B~ howveri' the scatter which was 
encountered is not unreasonable f"or tests of" welded steel specimensG 
1:pe increased carbon and manganese contents of" steel G may account for 
its higher tensile strengthe Steel G ~s not used ia any test involv= 
ing the actual deposition of weld m.etale 
30 Welding Procedures 
The direct current for welding was supplied by a 400 ampere 
ca.pe.city generator of standard maufacture() To assure duplication of 
curreDt and voltage settingsi' the generator was adjusted to achieve the 
desired readings Oll portable meters which were conne~ted as close to 
the point of welding as practicalo 
The electrode holder was-mounted on a semi=automatic welding 
-machine which -was adapted from an oxxacsty.1eDe flue cutting EchiD.e o 
Photographs of the welding appuoatus are shown in Figo 60 As showg 
the electrode feed was oontrolled by a ha:d ~rank9 vh10h moved a slider 
on which a standard electrode holder was mountede The ~lider travels 
on an adjustable shaft which controls the angle of inclination of the 
electrode" 
The welding machine made possible the 8Q,tomatic regulation 
of the direction and the rate of trave1ll henceS) the operator bad to 
control on~ t~e feed of the electrode.so that the proper arc distance 
~ould be maintainedo By use of the ma~hine9 it ws possible to control 
the energy input Glos~lT ~d t~ increase the assurance of the duplication 
of welding conditionB o 
To aid further in securing duplication of welding oonditions9 
moisture ~s removed from the electrode coating by drying the electrodes 
at a temperature of about 220 deg o Fo for at least oDe week ~ior to 
usee Preliminary tests had ilDl.diClated that there was no difference in 
the test results of speoimens produced from dried and from undried 
electrodes~ bowever 9 drying was continued to limit the hydrogen present 
in the arc atmosphere to that produced by the decomposition of the 
electrode coatingo 
The voltage 9 the amperags 9 and the rate or travel were set at 
the values indicated belowo A check of the energy9 as recorded by an 
O)soillograph9 indifC1sted that the average energy input was about 3 per= 
cent greater than desired and that there was a 10 percent deviation in 
the average recorded energy inputQ 
Electrode 
E6010 
Voltage 
volts 
25 
Curren.t 
amps 
170 
Rate of Travel 
ino per mino 
8 
Energy Input 
Joules per ino 
desired recorded 
315)9000 
The longitudinal and transverse welds vere either air=eooled 
or wter=qusnched tw minutes after weldingo In the tables of resultsp 
these conditions of' cooling are referred to as AC (air=cooled' or ~2 
(water=quenched two minutes aftsr wlding)o Measurement by thermo= 
Gouples imbedded in the test weldments indicated that the temperatures 
corresponding to two minutes after ~lding were 300 deg o Fo for the 
longitudinal specimens and 325 dego Fo for the transverse specimens o 
Thns 9 only the low temperature cooling rates a~e affected by the quench~ 
ing pr'ocedurso .In all (JS86S 9 the weld s]pScimens were tested four or 
if va days a.fter we lding 0 
The 2 ino by 6 ino bend test specimens prepared from the 
transverse and from the longitudinal waldments were tested as simpl~ 
beams ~n a 4=1/2 ino span with the weld beads in tensiODo A dra~ng 
of the test jig developed fOlr this purpose is shown in Figo 70 In 
order to detect failure more easi119 the tests were performed at 
approximately =90 dego Fo ina bath .. cf petroleuun base solvent contain= 
ing dry iC6 0 Because Olf the brittle~ess of the spe~imens at this 
To obtain an accurate re~Olrd or the individual tests 9 a 
load deflection re~ording system was adapted for use with the test 
jig$ The essential features of this system are shown in Figs Sa The 
apparatus consists of a lever which transmits the deflection of the 
specimen through a sylphon bellows tOl a micro former located on the out-
side of the tanko The sylphon bellow l"etains the liquid solvent in 
the tank and also makes it possible to maintain a constant temperature 
gradient along the lever during testing so that thermal expansion of 
the lever dOles not introduce any errOTo The micr~rormer activates a 
load=deflection recorder connected to the Baldwin 120~OOO lbo eapacit7 
hydraulic testing machine used for the tests o The lever contacts the 
longitudinal specimen at the edge of the notch about 1/2 in" from the 
side of the specimenp the tralllswerse specimen is contacted on the weld 
at the edge of the notch about 1/2 ino from the side of the speeimeno 
The deflection recording a.pparatus was CJallbrated a.t the test temper= 
ature with a mechanical dial reading to 0 0 001 iDe 
Because the range of the microformsr was limited to about 
0033 ino of deflectioD9 it was neGessary to reset the microformer dur= 
ing the test by use of the micro former vertical adjustment screw shown 
in Figo So This was accomplished after reducing the load until the 
deflection of the specimen stopped", The specimens were tested at a. 
strain rate of about 0 0 12 ina per mino 
To insure a constant testing temperature for all specimens 9 
the temperature a.t the end of the speo1mens was meaeured with a 24 
gage copper=eonstantan thermocouple o Although the temperature read= 
ings for the test specimens were not taken a.t the test sectioD9 they 
do \:provide a gooo ilmdiClation of the reproducibili ty or the specimen 
temperature 0 The temperature at the theI"IOOcouple seldom ~ried more 
than two degree fahrenheit from the average of =SS deg" F 0 All of 
the SpecimeXAS were allowed to stand in the test jig a.t a'pproximately 
=90 dego Fo for at least one hour before testing" 
It is possible that the maximum deflection might not be a 
true indicati~n of the first crack in those ~ases in which the de= 
fleotion was large (ever 007Sin,,)o This was indicated when a. crack. 
vas discoVered in a specimen which ws removed trom the test jig before 
, fiBal failure because the lim! t of the test j,ig bad been reachedo In 
addition9 several of the specimens notched to a depth of 0 0 020 ino 
showed a drop in load of several hundred pounds before final fracture 
occurredo However 9 because ot the obvious impossibility of determin= 
ing the exact cause of the first drop in load9 and because of the 
possibility that a crack could occur without noticeable drop in load9 
the results are presented in terms ,of the maximum deflectiono 
100 
110 WELD=BEA.D TESTS 
;0 Deseription ~ ~=~ Tests 
The welQpbead tests discussed herein form a part of a more 
extensive investigationg :~frects of H,urogen and Related Variables 
oD the Physical Properties of Welds on Structural Steels· 0 This in-
Testigation -was condu~ted un~er the sponsorship of the Obio Rinr 
Division Laboratories 9 Corps of Engineel"S9 Uo So Army9 contract D! .... 
. 33=017=eng=96 0 The only variable considered in the present discussion 
is theetfect ot the low temperature ~oo1ing rate on the bend test 
properties of the E6010 bead=OD=plate weld o The results ot the veld= 
bead tests will be employed to correlate with the results from the 
simulated=bead and the machined~weld tests reported in Chapters III 
and IVo 
Tw types of bead=on~- bend specimens were employed in 
the studY9 the longitudinal and the transverse SpeoimensSl so named to 
indicate that the direction of the applied stress was either parallel 
to or perpendicular to the direction of, weldingo The bend speci.mens 9 
show in Figures 9 and 109 were sa\l=Cut to the nominal dimensions of 
2 ino by 6 ino No r--urther machining was performed on the edges of the 
specimens 9 so tbat the dimensions ot le~th and width are accurate only 
to about 1/10 ino In reporting the results 9 the values ot maximum 
load have been adjusted9 by a linear interpolation9 to correspond to a 
specimen 2 ino wide. Note that in preparing the bend SpecimeDS9 no 
material was removed from the top or the bottom of the plate so that 
110 
these surfaces were as=rolled and the weld reinforcement was not re-
mov-ed o 
In order to determine the properties of the weld at different. 
locations in the weld cross=section9 the bend specimens ~re notched to 
Olne of tbre6 .. depths with a milling cutter having a. 1/8 ino thickness 
aDd a 1/16 ino radillllS cutting edgeo The notches were SOl located that 
the base of the notch was either (1) a.t about the center of the weld 
metal (notched 0 0 020 ino below the plate surface) 9 or (2) slightly 
above the fusion line (notched 0 0 080 in. below the plate surface) 9 or 
13) in the heat=affected ~one (notched 0 0 120 inc below the plate sur= 
face) 0 Fige 11 sho~ the location of these notches in the E6010 weld 
cross=sectione As shown in Figo 99 the longitudinal bend specimen was 
notched across the wId. perpendicular to the direction of welding5) and 
the transverse bend specimen was notched at the weld center-line 
parallel to the direction of welding 0 A copious amount of coolant was 
employed during not~hing to minimize any heat effects o As a precautions> 
all of the specimens were pt"ep3.red by the same machinist and the notch 
depths vere checked vi th a mechanical dial gage.o Only those specimens 
which were notched to within 00003 ino of the desired depth are re= 
ported in this chapter~ 
A series of plain plate specimens were saved from the same 
material and notched to the same depths as the weld specimens o These 
specimens were useful in interpreting the test results as indicated on·· 
the-. follcndng ptge 0 
The test data ~re recorded directly in terms of deflection 
and loado These results pr'ovide a suitable means of comparison at any 
one nOltch depth9 but do nOlt allow a logical ~omparison of results at 
different notch depths because of the different geometrieso To circUMF 
vent this dirricultY9 the results have been recalculated using the 
values of the plain plate tests to evaluate the effects of the 
different notch depthso That 151 9 the deflection for a specimen notched 
to a particular notch depth is divided by the average deflection of the 
plain plate bend specimens notched tOl the same deptho Thus 9 the re= 
suIts are expressed as a percentage of the plain plate maximum de= 
flection whi~h9 eftectlvelY9 gives the ~ld a ductility rating~ a common 
denominator by wbiGh the sp6Gimsns notched to different depths are cOmP 
pared a This same method of evaluating the test results could have been 
based on the maximum load or the energy absorptiono 
70 Results ~ ~=~ ~ 
The results of the weld=bead tests are presented in Table 2 
and rigo 12 for the longitudinal and the transverse specimens o In this 
figur6 9 the results of the tasts of the plain plate spacimews are pr6= 
sented in terms of their maximum deflection and those of the ~ld speci= 
meDS are presented in terms of the maximum deflection and in terms of 
the percentage of the plain plate maximum deflectionG 
Examination of the results~ Figo 12a9 for the longitudinal 
( 
velds in terms of the percentage of the plain plate maximum deflection 
130 
iadi~ates that for both the air=eooled and the quenohed condltions 9 
the specimens notched 00020 ino below the surface of the place (in 
the weld metal) have the lowest ductility rating 0 Since the, manmum 
derlectio~ of all of the longitudinal weld specimens were about the 
same 9 ons might mistakenly' conclude that the wId metalS) the material 
at the fusion lins9 and the beat=affected zone were almost equally 
brittle regions of the 'Waldo ,However.9 com];:8rison'of the ductility 
ratings disproves this mistaken conclusieno 
Fer the air=eeoled transverse welds.9 Figo 12b.9 the material 
OoOSO ino below the surface of the' plate (near the fusion line) has a 
lower ductility rating than. that a.t the other tw netch depths ~ fer 
the quenched specimens 9 the mate~ial 0 0 020 ino belew the plate surface 
(the weld metal) bas a rating which is slightly less than that at the 
00080 ino notch depth {near the fusion line)o These relationships are 
not so readily apPlrent if the results are interpreted in terms of the 
maximum def'lectioDo 
It should be emphasized that if the specimen geemetry is the 
same (i o e o .9 the notch depths and external dimensions are the sameL., 
and only a Gompirison betwen different welding' procedures is desired9 
the comparison could be made directly on the basis of the maximum de= 
flection or any of the other bend test preperties o 
A comparison ef the transverse and the lengitudinal test re= 
sults 9 parts (a) and (b) of Figo 129 indioates that the longitudinal 
bend specimens were some~t less ductile than the transverse bend 
specimens 0 The difference is expeciallypronounced for the 0 0 020 ino 
notch depth9 in which case the air=eooled longitudinal bend specimens 
bave an average ductility rating ot about 10 percent and the air=eooled 
~ransverse specimens a rating or about 62 percent, for the quenched 
oonditioD9 the longitudinal duetility rating is about 4 percent and 
the traDSverse ductility rating about 28 pereento 
150 
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IIIo SIMULATED=BEAD TESTS 
So Object ~ S~ope ~ Simnlated=Bead Tests 
In the interpretation of the weld=bead tests discussed in 
Chapter II9 it was not possible to distinguish between the metallurg= 
leal properties of the weld and the geometrical properties of the weld 
reinforcement projecting above the surface of the plateo The purpose 
of the simulated=bead tests was to determine the effects of the weld 
reinforcement geometry on the bend test properties of the notched bead= 
on=plate bend spseimene This Olbjective ws fulfilled by testing a 
bend speoimen which was machined so as to have a geometry simulating1) 
as nearly as pOlssible9 that of the wId bea.d reinforcement o Speei_ns 
were prepared and tested te simulate both the transverse and the longi= 
tlldinal bead=en=plate bend specimens 0 It is emphasized that these 
specimens did DOlt centain a weldg the metallurgioa.l properties vere 
those of the plate materia19 ' whereas the geometrical characteristics 
were these of a machined9 simulated weld beado 
90 Preparation 2!: Simula.ted=~ Specimens 
In erdar that the results might be more readily comparable 
to these from the weld=bead tests 9 the steel used fer this series of 
tests was from the same heat as that vhi~h had been employed for the 
weld=bead series~ he wever9 the simulate'd-bead specimens were machined 
from aline plate~ whereas the previously discussed weld=bead speGi= 
mens were prepared from 3/4 ino plates o As noted in. Section 21) the 
yield point and maximum strength of the 1 1no plate)) although of the 
salle heat~ ~6 som.ewhat greater than that of the 3/4. ino plate. 
All of the surfaces of the simulated=bead specimens were 
machined to close tolerances in a Sbaper9 the final dimensions 9 as 
given in Figo 9S' being the same as the nominal dimensions of the weld= 
bead specimenso Note that the direction of rolling was parallel to 
the 6 ino length of the specimen for both the long! tudinal and the 
transverse specimenso The simulated=bead was formed in a shaper with 
a cutting tool which had been ground to the contour show in Fig$ 13 
photographs of the completed speelimens and of the machining of a 
simulated=bead specimen are shown in Figures 10 and 139 respectivelyo 
The tests) were planned to determine the effect of the geo= 
metry of the weld reinforcement on the bend test properties of specimens 
~otched to the same depths as the specimens of the weld=bead series 9 
hence 9 a l/g ino thick milling cutter having a 1/16 ino radius cutting 
edge was used to notch the speed,mens to) a depth of 0 0 020 ino9 0 0 080 inaSl 
01" 00120 ine below the ma.~lhilID.ed plate surface o Comparison with the 
weld=bead spe~imen ShOWl that the simu1ated=bead specimen is similar 
1m all details of si~e and shape (see Figo 9)0 
A series of simulated=bead plain plate specim~ bavillg the 
same over=s,ll dimensions as the silDulated=bead SpecimsDlS g ' but with= 
out the simulated=bead9 were prepared for three reasons g (1) To 
determine the reduction in bend properties caused by the external 
-
geometry of the longitudinal and ~f the transverse simulated=beadp the 
results of the simulated=bead tests are compared with the results of 
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the simlated-bead plata tests o (2) Comparison of the geometrical 
etfect of the weld reinforcement for ~peGimens notched to different 
depths was desired o The ~omparison was made on the basis of the re= 
Slults expressed in terms of the du~1tillt;r ratingo ·(3) By com~1"ing 
the resu.lts of the simulated=bead tests with the results or the plain 
plate testSJ 9 any difference in properties of the plate through its 
thiGkness iSJ ~esent in both the simulated=bead specimen and the oor1"es= 
ponding sinmlated=bead plain plate specimen by whi~h it is being rated o 
Therefore 9 any variation in the physical properties of the base plate 
through it~ tbiGkness should nOlt ~eatly affect the interpretation of 
the l"esults o 
Note that the ~ld=be8~ plain plate specimen is not the same 
as the sd.mulated=bead plain plate specimeno Although their lengths alid 
tt.l!.dth~ are approximately equal$> the surra~es of the weld=bead plain 
plate spe~im are as r©lled almd (llon.tain the mill s081e9 whereas the 
sd.mulated='bead plain plate SlJP!l~imen bas machined s'DIrf'aoes ct 
100 Reslllt~ ~ Simulated=~ ~ 
The ~esults of the longitudinal and the transverse simulated= 
bead tests are ~esented in Table 3 and FigG 140 The same S~~1'ated= 
bead plain plate test results are used for both the longitudinal and the 
transverse tests~ there being n~ difference in the required plain plate 
specimens a 
For the l©ngitudinal specimenS$> the results (see Figo l4a) 
in terms of maximum defleotion indioate that there is a slight re= 
duction in the deflection as the notch depth is increasedo Expressed 
as a percentage of the maximum deflection of the simulated=bead plain 
plate specimens notched to the same depth9 the test results indicate an 
almOst linear increase in the ductility rating with increasing notch 
deptho The ductility rating increased from about 60 percent for the 
specimens notched 0 0 020 ino deep to about 100 percent (with one ex= 
~eption) £01" those notched 0 0 120 ino deepo Since the ductility rat-
ing is 100 percent for the specimens notched 0 0 120 ino deep9 the 
simulated=bead bas no effect on the bend test properties of specimens 
having a notch depth equal to or greater than 00120 ino below the sur= 
face of the plate o 
For the transverse spe~imens9 the results (Figo 14b) are 
somewhat different than for the longitudinal specimens o . When the re= 
stilts of the transverse specimens are examined in terms of the per= 
centage of the plain plate deflection9 the effect of the external 
geometry is seen to be less than in the Gase of the longitudinal speci= 
menscThe ducility rating of the transverse specimens increased from 
about 80 percent for the QJ)20 ino notch depth ~o about 95 percent for 
the 00 120 ino notch deptho 
IV 0 THE' MACHINED=WELD SERIES 
. ~;'. 
110 Objeot and Sco~ ~ Macbined=Weld Series 
The $e~ond ~oblem to be considered in this investigation was 
the validity of the method of lntel'pretatiolm of the weld=bead bend 
. y.~ tests based on rating the bend properties of the bead=OlD=plate welds 
.as a percen.tage of the e.quivalent bend properties of a plain plate 
speed.men n(Q)tched to the same deptho This pI"(Q)blem is studied by comp:Lr'= 
iDg the results cf the maebined=wld series9 repO>l'ted in this Chapter.v 
with those of the weld=bead series 9 . re~rted in Section 70 
In contrast to the weld=bead bend specimens 9 the machined= 
weld bend spsGimen.s all have the same ge@metry.v allowing a study of 
the. metallurgi~al effects of welding isolated from geometrical effscts e 
... lDngitudinal an.d transverse specimens were prepared from welds.!) de= 
posited with the E6010 electr~e9 subje~ted t(Q) one of the two ~ooliDg 
conditions of air=©ooling or water quen~bing two minutes after weld= 
ingo 
120 Preparation ~)'achined=~ Specd.mem 
The welding ~©Gedures used in the preparatio~ of the macbined= 
weld Sp8Gimens ~re the sams as th©se employed for the weld=bead $eries 
and described in SSGti(Q)D 30 The longitudinal and the transverse bend 
test specimens wre machined from the same location in the weldm.ents as 
shown in Figo 1$ however9t~~'~fa@~s 'JJf theJ!~hi-lmed.&Ws~c;$.~ r8= 
calved suffi~ient machining to make the final test specimen geometry 
identical for specimens having the base of the notch located 0.020 in~~ 
0.080 ino~ or 00120 iDo below the original plate surfacso 
Figure 9 shows the details of the final bend test specimen 
and gives the machining tolerances 0 NOlte that the dimensions of the 
specimen differs from the weld=bead specimen in only two resp9ctsg (1) 
the macbined=Weld bend specimen is machined to a thickness of 0 0 630 ina 9 
Vbereas the weld=bead bend specimen bas a nominal as=l"olled thickness of 
3/4 in" and the mill scale and weld reinfol"~ment are not l"emoved o The 
0.630 inG thi~kness was ~hosen because it was the largest dimension 
vhi~h allowed a constant geometry for spec~ens having the base of the 
notch looated in the weld metal.9 at the fusien line9 or in the heat= 
affected monee (2) The depth of the notch after machining is 0 0 018 ino 
fer all of the DllBchined=wld bend specimens as contrasted to the 0«>020 
i110 9 the 0 0 080 in09 or the 0 0 120 ina notch deptbs of the wld=bead bend 
specimens" For the m8chined=wld specimens notched to 0.,020 ino below 
the original plate surfac89 00 002 ino was removed from the top surface 
and appro>rlmately Oel18 ina from the bottom. surf'ace9 for the elpe~imeDls 
notched 0 0 120 ino below the original plate surface~ Oel02 ine was re= 
moved from. the top and approximately 00018 ina from the bottomo The 
exact amount of me. terial removed from the bottom surface was dependent 
upon the as=rolled thickness of the platee Photographs of the longi= 
tudinal and the transverse specimens are shown in Figo 100 
The machined=veld plain plate specimens differed from those 
of the two previou.s series in that the thickness had l?een reduced to 
0 0 630 ino and the oowh depth ws the same for all specimens a The base 
of the notch.was located at the same depth in the original plate 
21. 
tbickl1essas the DotGhes in the. machilmed=wld specimenso The results 
of the plain plata macbined=weld specimens are used to evaluate any 
dirferen~e in the bend properties of the plate at the three notch 
depths 0 
130 ~esults gl ~ MaCJhined=Weld ~ 
The te~t results of the longitudinal and the transverse 
Bacbined=weld series are presented in Table 4 and in Figo 15$ The re= 
sults of the plain plate spe~imens are plotted in te~ of the maximum 
deflectio~ and those for the weld Spe~imeDS are pl~tted in terms of 
,the ms.:dmw:B def'le~ti(l)n and in~ teJMmlS! of the percent of the mavmum de= 
fleotion ot the maohined=wld plain. plate ep8cimelJl8l o 
The results of the ma~hined=weld plain plate tests show that 
there was littlel) if anyl) diff'e~eDGe in the plate properties at the 
different lOGations in the thi~knesSl of the plate o SinGe differenG6S 
in geometry are non=existant for the machined=wsld sp9Gimens notched to 
different depths beloW' the original plate surfacel) the maGhined=wld 
specimens having the base of the notch lOCJsted at different regions of 
the weld cross=se~tion can be compared directly in terms of the maximum 
def1ecticno However 9 the results are expressed in terms of the plain 
plate maximum deflection for G~nvenienGe in comparison Yith the plotted 
results of the weld=bead series o 
For the air=oooled l@ngitudinal welds~ Figo 15a shows that the 
def16etion was about 0 0 40 ino for the cases in which the base of the 
notch was located in the weld metal (0 0 020 Ino below the original plate 
220 
surfaGe) or ~ear the fusion line {OoOSO ino below the original plate 
'surfa~e)9 but that the deflection increased to about OoSO ina for the 
6~imenB notched in the heat=affected zone (00120 ina below the 
original plate alttr'faGG) 0 The results from the quenGhed long! tudinal 
--
welds indiGate an inoreass in the bend defleGtion as the notch is 
progressivelY lowe~ed from the weld metal to the heat=afteoted zans a 
The average defleGtions were about 0 0 15 ino9 0 0 30 ino9 and 0 0 70 in@ 
f~r the base of' the notch looated in. the wald meta19 near the fusiolll1. 
line 9 and in the beat=affected zone 9 respectivelyo Thus 9 for the air= 
6o@led longitudinal tests9 it is indi~ated that the material in the 
weld metal and at the fusion line are the most severly arf'eGted~ 'W'hsl"e= 
as for the tests of quenched longitudinal welds 9 the material in the 
weld metal is most severely embrittled and bas a deflection appreGiably 
less than that of the air=co~led ~ldso 
The results of the transverse maebined=wsld specimens are 
presented iD Figo 15bo In this figure 9 it is indiGated that for the 
air~ooled sp9cimens 9 the material at the 0 0 080 ino notch looation ia 
the most seriously affe~ted9 hawing a maximum defle~tion of about 0 0 55 
ino as ~ompared to 0 0 65 ino for the material at the 00 020 ino and at 
at the 00 020 ina notch location ia the mst seriously affected with a 
derlectl~n of about 0030 ino as G©mpared to 0 0 45 ino for the material 
at the 0 0 080 ino not~b depth and 00 70 ino for the material at the 00 120 
ino not~h deptho 
Some ~aution must be exerci~ed in interpreting the test 
results from the limited test data o For examplsv additional testing 
might show that the average detleGtion for the long! tudinal air= 
cooled welds nOltched 0 0 020 ino deep would be different than in= 
di~ated by the three tests reported9 one test result being cOlnsiderab~ 
lever than the other two 
It is nOlted that the general level of ductility rating is 
SGmewbat greater fOlr the transverse specimens than for the longitudinal 
.Sl pecsimens 0 
140 Oomwison ~ Welde:"~ and Machined-~ Test Series 
JDm order t~ compare the weld=beadand the machined=wld aJerisaJ 
of tSalts v the results hawe been replotted in Figo 16 for the l@ngi= 
tudinal and the transverse tsets o In this figure 9 the data have been 
ex~essed as the percent of the maximum deflectiOln of the respective 
plain plate specimens v in which the base of the notch was at the same 
locati~n in the plain plate specimens as in the weld specimenso Re= 
member that the weld=bead spe~imens~MVe1~~the. wld reinf~rcemen.t OD.9 
he~ev there is a differenG6 in geometry between the weld specimens 
and the plain plate sp6c:1mens o To further Gompare the effect of the 
weld bead reinforGemsnt9 the results of the weld=bead tests are also 
presented in te~ of the percentage of the maximum deflection of the 
simnlated=bead specimen notched to the same deptho By this latter 
methodv a com:p=1rison is made between specimens having nearly the same 
geometryo 
~ Fig~ 1689 a comparison betveen the results of the longi= 
tud!nal macbined=weld and the weld=bead seriesv indieates a general 
- agreement in the trend of the resu.lts v with the greatest divergence 
oGcuring in the relative ductility ratings of the air=eooled specimens 
Dctcbed Oe020 ino and 0 0 080 !no dsep~ in whi~h Gase the maohined=weld 
~pe@ime~S a© Dot indi~ate the ~ame decrease 'in ductility as the weld= 
bead tests 0 In generalv the ductility rating of the maehined-veld 
speeim.ell'llS is somewhat greater than that of th8 weld=bead tests j) 815= 
peeially tor the deeper notch deptbs s ~ith the ex~eption indioated 
above v the trend ~f the results i~ significantly the same for the tv@ 
types of spe~im.e:no 
Few tlh4z t~~~w~Jr~e tests 9 Figs 16b9 the agreement in the trend. 
between the d~~ti1ity ratings of the ma~~ed=ve1d and the veld=bead 
tests 1s even ~loeJel" than in the case of the longitudinal tests o How= 
ever v the differen©e in the ductility rating increases with the deeper 
notch depthso A ~omparison of the results from the longitudinal and 
the transverse tests indicates that9 in genera19 the ductility rating 
of the transverse spe~imens i~ greater than that of the longitudinal 
specimens for both the macbined=~ld and the ~ld=bead series o 
From these ~omparisons9 it may be ~onGluded that the in= 
terpr>etation of the bead=o:n=plate bend tests GaD be based Oln rating 
the maximuDll defle~ti(}D. of the weld Slp6Cimens as a pereentage of the 
lEJdmu.m deflection or their respective plain plat,e. spElcimens o Although 
there might be some differen~e in the comparative properties of speci= 
mens Do>tched to different depths v any significant difference in the 
properties of speoimens notched to the same depth elhould be determined 
., ~" . '. ~ ~. , 
equa.lly well by tests of either the weld .... bead or the maQhined .... wld types 
of speeimene 
In compirison with the maehined-weld specimens ~ the results 
of the weld-bead tests expressed in terms ot fhe percentage otthe 
maximum. deflection of the simulated .... bead t~~~i~ rather than in the 
'''.>,;' 
terms of the maximqm detlection of the plain plate tests~ are not 
sufficiently different to justify the time and expense of preplring 
the simulatedc=bead specimens e Howeve~~, the usefulness of the. simulated-
bead tests to determine the geometrioa;l efrect of the weld bead (see 
Ohapter III) is not diminished by tq1$ conclusioDe 
Vo CONCLUSIONS 
'150 Conclusions 
Weld=Bead Tests 
(1) For the longitudinal specimens~ the material at the 
,00020 ino notch depth (in the weld metal) bas the lowest ductility 
,rating of the three regions of the weld for both of the low temper= 
,atilre cooling Gondltioruil o 
,(2) For the transverse specimens 9 the ma~erial at the 0 0080 
ino notch depth (near the fusion line) is the most embri ttled of the 
three regions of the air=eooled $pecimens9 whereas the material at the 
O~020 ino notch depth (in the weld metal) and that at the 0 0 080 ino 
'notch depth (at the fusion line) are the most oritical when the weld 
is quenched two minutes after weldingo 
(3) Comparison of the results from the transverse and the 
longitudinal tests indicates that the ductility rating of the longi= 
tudi~l bend specimens .1$ reduced more by welding th$n is the duot=> 
illty rating of the transverse bend specimens 9 the difference being 
the most pronounced when the root of the notch is located in the weld 
metal at the 00020 ino notch dep~ho 
Simulated=Bead Tests 
(4) For the longitudinal simulated=bead testsS) the ge()aD 
metrioal effects o~ the simulated=bead are most d~trimenta.l for a notoh 
depth of 0 0 020 in09 the ductility rating varying from 60 perc'ent for 
'tbe specimens notched 0e>02Q ino deep to about 100 percent for the speci= 
mens notched 0 0 120 in. deepe> 
(5) The geometrical effects of the transverse specimens ~re 
alsc most detrimental at the 00 020 ino notch depth~ but not as pro= 
no.unced as fer the longitudinal simulated=bead tests 8 The rating in= 
, creased from about SO percent for the 00 020 ino notch depth to about 
9; percent for the 0 0 120 ino nctch deptho 
(6) The weld reinforcement will have virtually nc effect on 
the bend test properties for a notch depth equal to or greater than 
,00120 ino below the surface of the plateo 
Machined=Weld Tests 
(7) For the longitudinal tests 9 the material at the 0 0 020 ino 
(in the weld metal) and the 0 0 080 ino (near the fusion line) notch depths 
have the lowest ductility for the air=eooled welds 9 vhereas the material 
at the 0 0 020 in~ nctch depth has the lowest ductility for the quenched 
condition 0 
(8) For the transverse tests 9 the material at the OoOSO ino 
notch depth (near the fusion line) has the lowest dUdtility fer the air= 
~ 
cooled welds~ "whereas the material at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth (in the 
weld metal) bas the lowest ductility fer the quenched cenditiono 
(9) Comparison of the machined-weld and the weld=bead tests 
indicates similar tren~s in the results 9 ~th the exception of the 
relative ratings of the longitudinal air=eooled specimens notched 0 0 020 
ino and 00080 iDo,deepo Since there were only a limited number of 
f:' 
duplicate specimens in most cases)) the similarity in the trend of the 
results seem to .justify the method of interpt"etation of the weld .... bead 
bend tests based on rating the maximum deflection of the weld specimens 
as a percent of' the maximum derle~tion of' the respect:ive plain plate 
r specimense 
i.: 
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~LE 1(80) 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF PrATE MATERIAL 
SfEn PLATE CJ:lEM!C1L COMPOS,ITION 9 PERCENT 
C Mn P S Si 
B 6 0 0 21 0 0 49 0 0 013 Oe029 Oe04 
B 5 00 24 0 048 0 0 013 0 0 029 0003 
B 4 0 0 25 0 048 00 016 00036 0003 
G 1 0028 0 0 51 00 018 0 0041 0003 
TABLE l(b) 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLATE MATERIAL 
UPPER Ml.XIMUM ELONGATION 
STEEL PLATE YIELD STRENGTH POINT 
peli psi percent 
B 68 34700 59100 45 
B 58 35000 58600 45 
Sb 32100 57400 32 
B 4° 35000 61100 30 
Or i~ 39000 68900 30 
a 
1/2 !no by 3/4 ino Tensile Coupon. = 2 inoGageLengtb 
b 3/4 ino by 1 1/2 in.o Tensile Coupon = 8 ino Gage Length 
c 00505 ino Diameter Tensile Coupon"'" 2 ino Gage Length 
TABLE 2 
StJMMA.RY OF RESULTS OF WELD BEAD PLAIN PIATE BEND TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
SPEC 0 
MAX 0 LOAD 
PER 2 Ilia 
WIDTH 
00020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
a BIJ 0 0 802 27400 
B34C:l 0 0 7169 271400 
B50K 0 0 823 27500 
B50N 00821 21400 
AVE 0 0 0 805 
0 0 080 INCH BOTCH DEPfH 
a. 
22800 BlK 0 0 515 
ESOP 00 501 23000 
B50Q 0 0 493 23500 
B5OB. OQ529 23100 
AVE 0 00 ;10 
0 0 ]20 INCH HOTCH DEPTH 
B3M. 0 0 4318. 20600 
B34C'~ OoJ;2.1 20500 
B50J 0 0 388 21000 
B50L 90.3'85 21100 
B59M' c 0:3% 21200 
AVEc 0 0 401 
a 
Mecbani~a1 dial 
~B~ 2 (ConSt.) 
SUMMlRY OF RESULTS OF E6010 WELD-BEAD BEND TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TRFATMENT 
-, 
LONGITUDINAL SPECIMENS TRANSVERSE SPECIMENS 
MUo % PlAm MUG LOAD HUo '% PLlIN MlXo LOAD 
SPEC 0 ,DEFLo PLATE PER 2 INo 'SPECo DEFLo PIATE PER 2 INc QUENCH 
lis DErL!j1 
_ .... 
WID!H INg DEFLg wroTH 
0.020 mCH BOTCH DEPrH 
B26A.a 0.,134 17 20300 B3lAa 0 0 479 59 27500 AC 
,B26Bs 00 044 5' 16700 B43Aa. 00492 61 26800 
B.37Aao 00101 13 19700 B55B 00555 69 27900 
B4QA.8 01)052 , '1 16300 B6.3A 00475 59 27200 
B46A. Ooosa 6 16900 
B46B 00061 S .17300 
B4,6C: Ol)1l8 15 -, 20000 
Bl5C~b 0 0 035 4 15900 B3lCf 0 0 250 31 23600 Q-2 B2< 00 040 5 16500 B4~ 00245 30 23500 
B21B 0 0 034 4 16200 B55C 00216 27 23000 B37Ca~ 0 0 026 3 10400 B55D) 0 0 206 26 22400 
B46D 0 0 03; 4 16100 
B46E 0 0 029 4 15900 
B46F 0 0 035 4 16200 
0 0 080 INCH NOTCH DEPrH 
Bl61ab 0 0 132 26 19000 B32A.S, 00 18; 36 20800 AC 
~: B318l& 00039 S 14600 B33C: 00132 26 20200 
~: B4Sl 00119 23 ' 18200 B35D 00199 39 21700 
f.' 'B4SB 0 0 153 )0 19300 ~; 
r Bl6C~b B32~ :;' 00031 6 14100 00122 24 18900 Q=2 I( ti~ 
B3&f' ~' 0 0 100 20 16600 B45E 00141 28 20000 ~. B;2N 0 0 108 21 18200 B45F' 00 165 32 20600 B;2P 0 0 091 18 17500 B45G 00 250 49 22300 
~,. 
'-
0 0 1210 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
~ a ,-, a 0 0 0;1 14600 ,B29C, 13 B44A 00221 5; 19900 AG 
B4218 00 186 46 18800 B45.18 0 0 145 36 18400 
B49C 0 9 204 51 19100 B5SC' 00211 53 19900 
,~ B49D 0 0 15) 38 17900 B58D: 0 0 230 57 20100 
',- B52S 00184 46 18500 
B.3Ols 0 0 ]25 31 16400 B45(j8 00187 47 19300 Q=2 
B52F- 00191 48 19100 B;SE 00217 54 19900 
1, B52G 00141 35 18000 B58F 00 185 46 19500 
~ B52H 00116 29 17200 B59A 00227 57 21000 
a Mill scale not removed before welding 
,b 
.3 ino by 9 ino weldment 
;-c Electrode not dried 
TABLE 3 
SUMMlRY OF RESULTS OF SIMlJIATED~BEADPLAIN PIATE TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
SPEC 0 
r , 
MlXo LOlD 
PER 2 IN .. 
, 'WIDTH' 
0 0 020 INo NOTCH DEJlTH 
GlN 
G2G 
G2K' 
G31 
AvE 0 
00955 
0 0 830 
00867 
00861 
Oo87~ 
28000 
27200 
28000 
2SOOO 
0 0 080 IN 0 NOTCH DEPTH 
GlE 
GlP 
G2H 
'G2L 
AVE 0 
0 0 484 
0 0 532 
00547 
0 0 ,558 
00530. 
23100 
24300 
24300 
25700 
0 0 120 INoNQTCH DEPTH 
GlF 
G2j 
G2M 
G3D 
AVE 0 
0 0 400 
00432 
00432 
~ 
0 0 '418 
21000 
22100 
21900 
21100 
TABLE 3 (ConUt o ) 
SUMMlRY OF RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL SnmIATED=BEAD TESTS OF STEEL B 
. - . WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
LONGITUDINAL SPECIMENS TRANSVERSE SPEC !MENS 
MlXo % PLlIN MlXo LCW)' MAX 0 % PlAIN MAX 0 LOAD 
SPEC 0 DEFLo PLATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 DEFLo PlATE PER 2 INo 
INo DEFLo WIDTH INo DEFL. WIDTH 
OoQ20INo NOTCH DEPTH 
GlA 00509 58 28600 G2.1 00683 78 26600 
GlG 00511 59 28200 G2J)l 00631 72 26500 
G~ 0 0 489 56 26900 G2N 00714 81 27900 
G3C 0 0 725 83 28200 
0 0 080 IIo NOTCH DEPTH 
QUI 00398 75 22600 G2B 0 0 418 90 23100 
OlB 00401 16 23400 G2E 0 0 453 85 23400 
GlL 00436 S2 24200 G2f 0 0 484 91 2,4200 
00120 INo KarCH DEPTH 
Gle 0 0 329 -19 20200 G2C 0 0 405 97 20800 
G1J 0 0409 98- 21160 G2F· 00394 94 21000 
GlM 0 0423 Wl 22300 G2Q 00383 92 22050 
TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MlCHINED=WELD PIAB PIATE TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TRE!TMENT 
SPEC 0 
B88A. 
BaSD 
B8aG 
.AVE 0 
MAX 0 
DElL 0 
.INo 
1 0 070 
'O~966 
10048 
10028 
MAX 0 LOAD: 
PER:2 INo 
WIDTH 
18100 
18100 
18000 
0 0 080 INo ORIGINAL NOTCH DEPTH 
B8SB 
BaSE' 
BSSH 
AVEo 
lS100 
18300 
17900 
0 0 120 IN 0 ORIGINAL NOTCH DEPTH 
BSse 
B88J 
P90D1 
liVE 0 
08925 
0 0 991 
00851 
0 0 922 
18100 
17600 
11800 
TABLE 4 (Con Uto) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF E6010 MACHINED=WELD TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
.. 
LONGITUDINAL SPECIMENS TRANSVERSE SPECIMENS 
M'lXo . % PLAIN MAX 0 LOAD MAX 0 % PIAIN MAXo IDAD 
SPEC 0 DEFLo PLATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 DElLa PLATE PER 2 INo QUENCH 
.. 
INa .DEFLo WIDTH Dio DEFL~ WmTH 
0 0 020 mo -ORIGINAL NOTCH DEptH 
~: 00561 56 
~ 
B18B 55 11300 B86G 0 0 573 19000 AC 
i:: '. B81.A. 0 0 261 26 15700 BS6w 0 0 718 10 19500 
r B81G 00 445 43 17800 B900
a 0 0 659 64 199()O 
I B18H 0 0 240 23 ]4200 B86T 0 0 306 30 17000 r B87D' .0 0 123 12 1.3300 B86Z 00 29.3 29 16200 
f 'BS7K 0 0 080 S 12200 
~' 
W", 0 0 080 INoORIGINAL NOTCH DEPrH 
r 
"':.' 
I,~ ~', B18D 0 0 4;; 45 16200 BS6B 00512 50 19100 A.C 
~", BS1Q O~';54 35 16200 BS6H 0 0 568 56 18800 
I' 
BS7R 00.358 35 16200 
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